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Project Background

The National Science Olympiad started in Egypt on 2014.

Physics Olympiad was the first one. Followed by Biology

and Math Olympiads on 2016.

Egypt maintained to achieve medals in the Physics and

Biology but found a challenge in Mathematics.

Since 2014 the structure of the program was:

Step 1: The students from all the country apply to the

Olympiad they are interested to join

Step 2: Students enter a filtration exam

Step 3: The short listed students enter to the National exam

Step 4: Select the students who represent Egypt in the international Olympiad

Step 5: Train the nominees

Challenges we faced in Math Olympiad
The results of the students who enter the first filtration exam was too low.

2- Therefore the quality of the students travelling into the international

was poor as the pool of selection wasn’t good enough.

3- There is no specific syllabus when it comes to the Math Olympiad.

4- The syllabus should be taught by a Math professional usually university

professors. As there is no defined syllabus the assigned professors always

find the training task challenging and they escaped from it or gave a training

far from the requirement to the nominees heading to the international.

5- Lack of budget. The Olympiad in most of the countries is funded by

governments.

However in Egypt the Government doesn’t invest on the program. 

And the secured budget from private sector barely covers the travel

expenses of the winners. So no budget for training.

Solution
1- Design a proper Math Syllabus for the Olympiad.

2- Use an online platform and customize a Learning Management

System (LMS) to reach and train more students before entering the first

filtration exam and therefore increase the students’ performance.

Outcomes
1- More than 200 students got enrolled in the Math training which is more than previous years. Once they knew that there is a chance to receive online training.

2- More geographical areas got covered.

3- The online syllabus training saved us more than 200,000 EGP

4- The performance of the students on weekly bases is getting better, which is promising to raise the quality of the students.

5- Students after the end of the month asked about the possibility to have more similar sessions.


